Love the look.
Love the difference.
i4F CeraGrout Technologies

Even if they can’t see it, customers will love the difference between i4F CeraGrout enhanced tiles and traditional ceramics. Side by side, they look the same, but once installation begins, the difference becomes clear. Tiles enhanced with i4F CeraGrout are much easier to install and clean while being more durable, remaining pristine for years. Delivering the beauty of ceramic-looking floors and walls without the inconvenience.

What’s not to love?

Exclusively available via i4F, tiles and panels featuring CeraGrout technologies mimic perfectly the aesthetics of modern ‘rectified’ ceramics with an integrated grout. Extremely durable and delivering superior resistance to wear and tear, stains, and chemical household agents, tiles/panels featuring i4F CeraGrout are very easy to install as well as replace, especially when compared to traditional ceramics. Beautiful for both floors and walls, this offers a huge opportunity to extend floor collections to wall applications.

Innovative middle grout line mimics two tiles in one

i4F CeraGrout technology enables the milling of an additional grout line in the middle of a tile or panel, mimicking two pieces on a single panel. This greatly facilitates the creation of staggered patterns and cuts installation time in half.

Durability in any color

Durability on rigid core products is maximized due to the addition of a colored wear layer between the décor film and the core. As CeraGrout technology mills grouts directly into this additional wear layer, available in any color, the risk of grout damage, color deviations, staining and the gathering of mold is eliminated. This increased resilience outperforms both a v-groove and a traditional ceramic grouts in terms of wear and tear.

Visit i4F.com/CeraGrout
The trend for wet rooms and en-suite bathrooms is driving demand for floor and wall products that imitate ceramics. Water-resistant i4F CeraGrout technologies, deliver more realistic, visible joints via integrated grout lines for both flooring and wall panels.